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The Altis Executive range is
the perfect choice when it
comes to executive office
furniture with a traditional

style. The deep wood grain
gives the Altis range a sense

of tradition and style. The
Altis range is supported with

a choice of storage and
meeting room solutions

making it the ideal choice
for your executive office

environment.

Altis

sales@
bboss.co.uk
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Additional Information

Standard Configurations

The Altis executive desk is available in two shape options, the standard rectangle or bow fronted.
These designs offer a thick, sturdy, and thoroughly detailed office desk that could be perfect for any
individual need. For any further information please get in touch with one of the team. 

E. sales@bboss.co.uk T. 01782 747222
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Altis has thick 30mm tops and 3mm ABS detailed edging.
Comes with brushed metal cable management.

The return units allow for left or right hand placements.
ATS-2HA has a dual motor electric height adjustable desk.

ATS-2HA has four memory settings with digital display.
ATS-2HA also has superior stability with a two column lift.

 



The Aster executive desk
fits effortlessly into an
open-plan office and,

together with the cabinet,
will be perfect for an elegant

executive office. Natural
veneers really help to create

a luxurious look.

Aster

sales@
bboss.co.uk
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Standard Configurations

Aster executive desk is for the modern manager who appreciates the classics. Aster comes as
standard in 4 natural veneers and 10 melamine finishes. 

E. sales@bboss.co.uk T. 01782 747222

Wooden Frame

Metal Frame Configurations 

Aster executive desk is available in 10 metal and perspex
frame finishes. The options regarding leg shapes are
either a 'U' or 'O' shape that helps create a versatile
executive desk system.

Due to demand trend for wooden frame
bench desking units, Aster executive desks

are now available in a wood frame finish.
With this being a relatively new product that
we are looking to introduce there are only a

couple of finishes currently available. Please
get in touch with one of the team and we can

take you through the finishes that are 
 currently available.
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Calder presents a stylish,
managerial work space. This
small range of rectangular

and corner panel end
workstations with integrated
3 drawer pedestals is a high
end addition to any office at

a very competitive price. 
 

Calder

sales@
bboss.co.uk
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Additional Information
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Standard Configurations

Calder has a two tone colour option as standard in 20 different finishes. Our universal wooden and
steel storage complements this range perfectly. Cable trays can be added from our Accessories
range to complete your work area.

E. sales@bboss.co.uk T. 01782 747222

CL-1 CL-1E

Has the option for cable flaps to be fitted to help
keep cables going to desk tidy. 
Available as either single colour or a combination
of any two board finishes. 
Corner workstation comes complete with a
integrated pedestal with contrasting fascia’s.



Asher is a premium
executive range that

reflects a leader’s demand
for an elevated aesthetic,

whether in a managers
office or in an open plan

setting. Asher is designed
for making a statement to

employees and visitors
alike.

Asher

sales@
bboss.co.uk
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Additional Information

Standard Configurations

A panel end profile and modern finish option helps to create a more executive feel that perfectly
suits the rooms of managers who want to furnish their office with prestige and sophistication. No
matter where you work or how you work, Anson supports you in extensive ways.

E. sales@bboss.co.uk T. 01782 747222

ASH-1 ASH-2

ASH-1E ASH-2E

Choice of matching storage options to keep it looking tidy.
Clean lines and functional design give the range a classic

quality.
Comprehensive solution that supports executive and

managerial offices.
Curved desk provides plenty of desktop space with a credenza

style return for additional storage.
Easy clean surfaces that are scratch resistant to ensure your

investment will look good for years to come.
Sleek lines, stylish back panels and profiled edges to make the

range stand out.
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The aesthetic sense we’re
all born with gives beauty
and elegance the power to
inspire us to invent, create

and achieve. And where
ergonomics complement
style then you have an

environment that plays a
vital role in business

performance. Helix is the
perfect alignment of form
and function, no matter
what desk configuration

you’re looking for.

Helix

sales@
bboss.co.uk
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Standard Configurations

Helix features an elegant aluminium leg frame which supports a combination of worktop shapes and
personal storage elements, affording a clarity of thought and design in a complex environment.
Helix can come in 18 finishes and standard and can be made in bespoke custom finish if required. 

E. sales@bboss.co.uk T. 01782 747222

HLX-1 HLX-1E

Additional Information

 
 
 

 Helix executive desk has a design so intricate that
it's won an FX design award.

Helix desktops come with a chamfered edge and
rounded corners to give the desk a sleek design

feel.
Meeting extension units can be added for visitors

or employees to work at.
Helix storage can be fixed or mobile.

All Helix executive desks come with discrete cable
management trays and grommets.
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When you want a modern
and minimalistic curved
desk, you might find the
Roma is the ideal choice.
This is the very height of

modern desk styling, giving
you ample room for

important storage and key
items. 

Roma

sales@
bboss.co.uk
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Standard Configurations

Roma is a cost effective executive desk solution. It's available in Anthracite & white as a standard
Executive Return Unit. Rectangular brushed metal cable port on return. Return units include
adjustable shelving and filing. Left hand and right hand unit

E. sales@bboss.co.uk T. 01782 747222

RMA-1 RMA-1E

25mm Anthracite tops with Chamfered edging.

Chromed metal legs and feet across full range.

Adjustable shelving and filing to return unit.

Modern hanging modesty panels.

Set of two hinged storage keys as standard.

Soft closing hinges to all doors.

Metal to metal fixings throughout.

Additional 
Information
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Kinetic executive is a
system of electric height

adjustable desks, designed
for a workplace of a

dynamic leader. This desk is
a combination of modern
elegance and thoughtful

functionality.

Kinetic

sales@
bboss.co.uk
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Standard Configurations

Panel legs hide the space under the desk giving more privacy. The feeling of elegance and
sophistication is reinforced by the large desktop, designed for comfort. Choose from 2 models:
veneer looks elegant and is designed for those who appreciate a natural look. The top has a subtly
chamfered edge, while side panels wrap the desk making it appear more united and stylish.

E. sales@bboss.co.uk T. 01782 747222

KIN-1 KIN-2

KIN-1E KIN-2E

Single Units

Units With a Return
The storage space of Kinetic executive desks

consists of several pedestals with different
sizes and drawers. The biggest pedestal

opens with a light push and has one height
adjustable shelf. Four available drawers do
not have handles either, which adds to the

image of clean workplacel

For an executive working in this manner
sometimes the perfect choice is by saving
space and having a minimalist desk without a
pedestal or drawers.
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Aviana is a minimalist,
elegant and functional

executive office furniture
system for a modern leader.
It helps to stay on the move

and be active even at a
work desk. Keep moving,

stay healthy and productive.

Aviana

sales@
bboss.co.uk
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AVIA-1

Single Units

Standard Configurations

Aviana executive office furniture system combines the best in ergonomics and cutting-edge
technology and is designed for active leaders. Height on AVIA-2 can be adjusted between 740 mm
and 1,300 mm so the desk can be easily adapted to personal needs.

E. sales@bboss.co.uk T. 01782 747222

AVIA-2

Units With a Return

AVIA-2E

Besides fixed-height or height-adjustable desks,
Aviana executive furniture system also includes
storage solutions to keep your office essentials

and personal belongings close at hand.

Aviana is available as a single unit with indesk
declutter storage for if you feel the fixed
pedestal is not required.
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Avant is a modern high-
quality furniture collection. 
Aesthetics and functionality

create a sense of luxury.
The suspended pedestal

storage and modesty panel
give the desks a lightweight
contemporary feel which is
complemented by the open

and airy shelf storage.
 

Avant

sales@
bboss.co.uk
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Additional Information

Standard Configurations

These tables have been designed with a particular care for every detail. Straight lines, squared
shapes, different thickness and refined natural veneers and finishes – all this helps to create a
stylish and unique look.

E. sales@bboss.co.uk T. 01782 747222

AVNT-2

AVNT-2E

AVNT-1

AVNT-1E

Avant is built using high quality wood veneer or
impact-resistant melamine combinations.

Avant has a solid thick tabletop with an elegant
leg frame made from folded steel band with

rounded edges.
Avant also has grommets with a metal frame and

box for discrete power socket and wire
management.
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Bullock and Bosson Ltd
 

Douglas House, Oldmill Street, Fenton,
Stoke-on-Trent, ST4 2RP.

 T. 01782 747222 
E. sales@bboss.co.uk 

 


